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VPROVEMENT IN REFLECTORS. 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 8,919, dated February 21, 1571. 

To a 27, tufuon, it naily conce77 : the frame, besides enabling me to pack the 
Be it known that I, FRANCIS P. DOYLE, of glass and frames in separate boxes for trans 

the city, county, and State of New York, have portation, requiring very little ingenuity to 
invented certain Improvements in Gas-Light put the parts together, as I will further ex 
Reflectors, of which the following is a speci- plain by reference to the accompanying draw 
fication. ings, of which 
This invention relates to that class of de- Figure 1 is a view of my reflector as it ap 

vices employed in public halls, and especially pears when attached to the upper side of a 
in shop-Windows, where it is placed at the shop-Window, looking upward and showing 
top of the window for the purpose of reflect- follower; Fig. 2, a view of reverse side; Fig. 
ing the gas-light and throwing the light down- 3, a side elevation, and Fig. 4 a transverse 
ward on the merchandise exposed for sale on section, of same. 
the floor of the window. But the device as at In the said drawings, AA, &c., indicate the 
present constructed, being composed of a me- corrugated glass or metal; B, the metallic 
tallic back or frame having lips at top and back, having a stationary lip, C, on its inner 
bottom for confining the corrugated glass in side for reception of and into which the glass 
place, (all in one piece,) as a manufacturer I slides. D is the metallic follower, having a 
have found it to be very expensive and defect- Stationary lip, E, for confining the glass in 
ive, for turning these lips over on the glass place, said follower being secured to the me 
tended to break the glass, and also when the tallic back by screws F and nuts G, the latter 
metallic frame expanded or contracted from being so formed as to embrace the slant sides 
the heat of the gas the breakage of the glass of the back B, as shown in the drawings. 
was the result, while turning the lips back What I claim is 
and forth for removal of the broken glass The follower D, with lip E, screws F, and 
rendered the frame worse than useless, and, be- nuts G, when used in combination with the 
sides, they could not be packed for transporta- | back Ed and glass A of a gas-light reflector, 
tion without injury to the glass from their own substantially as and for the purposes described 
weight. These defects suggested to me the and set forth. 
present invention, which consists of a metal- In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
lic back having only one lip, and a separate my signature this 2d day of April, 1870. 
confining -piece or follower having another FRANCIS P. DOYLE, 
lip attached to said back by Screws and nuts, 
by means of which the turning down of the Witnesses: 
lips on the glass is dispensed with and pro- ARTHUR NEILL, 
vision made for contraction and expansion of EMILE MOLTZ. 

  


